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The Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences
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3 of 20 journals cited by Business Week MBA issue
5 of 40 journals cited by Financial Times MBA issue
Top 5 ranked ISI journals in operations research/management
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Subscribe today!
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with us. INFORMS – the Institute for Operations Research and the 
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Publisher of Idea Group Publishing, Information Science Publishing,
CyberTech Publishing, IRM Press and Idea Group Reference
On the cutting-edge of information science,
technology, and management research
Idea Group Inc., an international publishing company specializing in information technology top-
ics, has developed InfoSci-Online to keep students, faculty, and researchers up-to-date with the lat-
est research in a rapidly-evolving field. Containing thousands of full-text entries, InfoSci-Online is
the gateway to staying current with information science, technology, and management research.
The InfoSci-Online Database includes: 
� Scholarly and scientific book chapters 
� Peer-reviewed journal articles 
� Comprehensive teaching cases 
� Conference proceeding papers
InfoSci-Online features: 
� Easy-to-use
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Visit IGI at ACRL 2007 Booth # 826
Other databases from IGI
InfoSci-Online Premium
� Everything in InfoSci-Online, plus encyclopedias
and handbooks from Idea Group Reference
IGI Full-Text Online Journal Collection
� Online access to all IGI scholarly journals
IGI Teaching Case Collection
� Online access to hundreds of information 
technology teaching cases




Thousands of Wiley book titles 
across science, technology, 
medicine, business, and finance
Access
Single chapter or full title
One-time fee, subscription, 
or Pay-Per-View options
Capabilities
Search at the chapter level
Full text presented in PDF format
Citation download feature
COUNTER-compliant usage statistics
Discover an array of fresh content and licensing options at 
Wiley InterScience® OnlineBooks™. You can now create a 
customized electronic book collection to suit your library’s 
evolving research needs and budget. Mix and match from an 
expanding roster of thousands of Wiley titles available online via 
Wiley InterScience. Choose from our new flexible licensing 
models — one-time fee, subscription, or Pay-Per-View. Add books 
as you need them from our distinguished roster of classic and 
cutting-edge titles. Whichever combination you select, enjoy 
unlimited concurrent access to content across the spectrum of 
science, medicine, technology, business, and finance.
Fresh Content
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AIP Conference Proceedings Subseries Now Available Online
Previously available only as print standing orders, seven AIP Conference Proceedings subseries will now be
available as separate online-only subscriptions. Each series includes all volumes from 2000 to the present.
Biomicrofluidics – New AIP Open Access Journal 
Is Now Available Online
Biomicrofluidics is a new online-only, open access journal with rapid publication time, which draws from
specialists in engineering, physics, rheology, chemistry, and biology. Articles are published in final citable
form as soon as they are available, and full text versions are freely accessible.
New Subscription Options for Established AIP Journals
Journal of Applied Physics (JAP) and The Journal of Chemical Physics (JCP) have broken out a subset 
of their content and offer it as a separate online subscription. From JCP comes JCP: Biochemical Physics,
and from JAP comes an online edition of Applied Physics Reviews.
l i b r a r i a n s . a i p . o r g
Subscribe Today!
The Physics Today online archive – now available to institutions for the first time.              
See what
AIP can do 
for you
right now
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Dictionary of Information Science
and Technology
Mehdi Khosrow-Pour, IRMA, USA
ISBN: 1-59904-385-8; US $495.00 h/c
Online Database Access: US $450/year
2-volume set; 1,016 pp; © 2007
Includes thousands of definitions related to
all aspects of information science and
technology in a single reference source.
Encyclopedia of Digital Government
Ari-Veikko Anttiroiko, 
University of Tampere, Finland
ISBN: 1-59140-789-3; US $825.00 h/c
Online Access Only*: US $660.00
3-volume set; 1,733 pp; © 2007
"The individual contributions are well-
written and provide a wealth of
information to individuals concerned with
digital and electronic government. It is a
must have for university libraries and
courses in government and public policy."
— Dr. Roger W. Caves, San Diego State University, USA
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Human Computer Interaction
Elspeth McKay, RMIT, Australia
ISBN: 978-1-59904-328-9; US $165.00 h/c 
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Case studies depicting practical approaches
for increasing the human dimension of HCI
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Download Sample Issues at
www.idea-group.com/journals.
Visit IGI at ACRL 2007 Booth # 826
To purchase these and many more Idea Group Reference titles,
contact your distributor, or visit www.idea-group-ref.com.
*Free access to the online version when 
your library purchases a print copy.
* Available to institutions only. Does not include the
Dictionary of Information Science and Technology
IGI Journals: The Latest in IT Research
26 quality, peer-reviewed titles, including:
Outstanding Titles from Idea Group Reference
Handbook of Research on Electronic
Surveys and Measurements
Rodney A. Reynolds
Azusa Pacific University, USA
ISBN: 1-59140-792-3;
US $195.00 h/c
Online Access Only*: US $156.00








Online Access Only*: US $132.00
260 pp; © 2007
Adaptive Technologies and Business
Integration: Social, Managerial and
Organizational Dimensions
Maria Manuela Cunha, Polytechnic
Institute of Cávado and Ave, Portugal
ISBN: 1-59904-048-4;
US $165.00 h/c
Online Access Only*: US $132.00




Seoul National University, Korea
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US $165.00 h/c
Online Access Only*: US $132.00
301 pp; © 2007
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IGI is pleased to offer state-of-the art, online
aggregated collections to enhance IT research.
� InfoSci-Online
� InfoSci-Online Premium
� IGI Full-Text Online Journal 
Collection
� IGI Teaching Case Online 
Collection
� Dictionary of Information 
Science and Technology Database
Full-Text • Unlimited Use • Reasonable Prices
To learn more about IGI Electronic Resources
or for a free 30 day trial, visit
www.igi-online.com.
Excellent Electronic Resources
from IGI for Your Library
L y n n e  R i e n n e r  P u b l i s h e r s
Celebrating 23 Years of Independent Publishing
1800 30TH STREET • BOULDER CO 80301  • TEL: 303-444-6684  • FAX: 303-444-0824  • www.rienner.com
Ranging from ancient cultures to the presentcentury, from Africa’s rich oral traditions to
its contemporary fiction, poetry, and drama, this
long-awaited comprehensive anthology reflects
the enduring themes of African literature.
The selections, drawn from the length and
breadth of the continent, reveal the richness of
African creativity. Readers will find myths and
epics, works by such well-known figures as
Chinua Achebe, Miriama Bâ, Bessie Head, Tayeb
Salih, Wole Soyinka, and Ngugi wa Thiong’o, and
fiction and poetry by myriad new writers.
The pieces are organized chronologically with-
in geographic region and enhanced by both
introductory material and biographical notes on
each writer. An author/title index and suggestions
for further reading are also included.
Anthonia C. Kalu is professor of black studies at
the University of Northern Colorado. She is also
author of Broken Lives and Other Stories and a
novel in progress.
SAVE $30!
Special prepub price of $95
January 2007/ca. 900 pages
ISBN: 978-1-58826-491-6  •  hc $125 $95
The Rienner Anthology 
of African Literature
ANTHONIA C.  KALU,  EDITOR
“This excellent anthology is to be welcomed, both for 
the quality of its material and for the fact that it will fill 
a growing need. I congratulate Anthonia Kalu and all 
whose work is in the volume for their contributions.”
—Dennis Brutus, University of Pittsburgh and University of KwaZulu-Natal
“The Rienner Anthology is great news for African literature,
and a boon to literature lovers.”—Tanure Ojaide, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
“Hongera to Professor Kalu and the publisher for accomplishing the important
task of making African literature more accessible to more people.… This very 
good and wide-ranging collection brings together a valuable sampling of classic
African works. It occupies a uniquely definitive position in the field.”
—Simon Lewis, College of Charleston
“As rich and various, as diverse and compelling,
as the continent of Africa itself.”
—Henry Louis Gates, Harvard University

Now available in print and online…
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Medical Devices
Focusing on applied research and the development of new medical devices or
instrumentation, this new journal presents papers on devices that improve diag-
nostic interventional and therapeutic treatments. It provides special coverage of
novel devices that allow new surgical strategies, new methods of drug delivery,
or possible reductions in the complexity, cost, or adverse results of health care.
The Design Innovation category features papers focusing on novel devices,
including some with limited clinical or engineering results. The Medical Device
News section provides coverage of advances, trends, and events. 
Contents: Volume 1, Issue 1, March 2007
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Extension Exercise Machine, Brian A. Garner
A Redundant Accelerometric Cluster for the Measurement of Translational and
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Patané, Stefano Rossi
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lactide) for Peripheral Vascular Applications, Niels Grabow, Carsten M. Bünger, Katrin
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A First-Order Mechanical Device to  Model Traumatized Craniovascular
BioDynamics, Sean S. Kohles, Ryan W. Mangan, Edward Stan, James McNames
Design, Build and Test of a Bobsled Simulator for Olympic Athletes, Mark Wacker,
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describes embedded metadata in the follow-
ing way:
“In general, a distinction can be made 
between simple format metadata — 
such as that represented in the syntax 
of a mark-up language (e.g., XML; 
HTML; SGML), and embedded within 
the structure of the digital object — and 
structured rich format metadata. For the 
former, Web crawlers or “bots” can har-
vest the specified metatags (e.g., <Title>) 
to extract particular values…”
Of course, some schemes can have the 
metadata exist within the data it describes 
and also as a surrogate separate from it.  For 
example, a Web page can have its metadata 
embedded within its meta tags and also copied 
to a separate external database.  Descriptive 
or technical metadata can also be embedded 
in image files.  Metadata that is separate from 
the item it describes and that is created by 
someone other than the item’s author is called 
third-party metadata.
Conclusion
As the number of metadata schemes avail-
able continues to grow, digital libraries will 
need clear points of comparison for selecting 
and evaluating from among the schemes avail-
able.  The first step in selecting a metadata 
scheme is determining the local needs, that is, 
what functions the metadata needs to serve. 
The points listed here can serve as a compre-
hensive set of criteria for making an implemen-
tation decision or for evaluating an existing 
metadata scheme implementation.  
Appendix 1
Appendix 1: A sample grid for use in comparing metadata schemes for a particular imple-
mentation. The criteria are in the left column. The five columns on the right are for five major 
metadata schemes. The notes in the boxes for each scheme show possible descriptions of each 
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The Third Edition of the highly acclaimed Encyclopedia of
Special Education offers a thoroughly revised, comprehensive
A to Z compilation of authoritative information on the
education of those with special needs.
Unique in focus, the Encyclopedia of Special Education
addresses issues of importance ranging from theory to practice
and is a critical reference for researchers as well as those
working in the special education field. A distinguished editorial
board has guided the choice of over 300 expert contributors—
both practitioners and academics—from over 30 countries.
COMPLETELY UPDATED—
SOME OF WHAT’S NEW IN THIS EDITION
• Latest information regarding the reauthorization of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)
• Comprehensive coverage of No Child Left Behind (NCLB)
legislation and guidelines
• Reviews of new assessment tests and curricula 
• New entries on Cattell-Horn-Carroll model theory and
practice, imaging, positive behavior support, response
to intervention, and technology
• New biographies of important figures in special education,
school psychology, and neuropsychology
All articles are cross-referenced, and citations guiding readers
to related sources appear at the end of each entry.
Available through your vendor.
Encyclopedia of Special Education, Third Edition
EDITED BY CECIL R. REYNOLDS, PH.D., 
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
AND ELAINE FLETCHER-JANZEN, ED.D., 
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, COLORADO SPRINGS
0-471-67802-3 • Cloth • 2,000 pp • January 2007
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Save $100 when you order by March 31, 2007!
$500.00 introductory price through 3/31/07; 
$600.00 thereafter
The definitive reference 
on special education
—now in a new edition!
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